Abstract. We prove that, for any ordinary sense slice 1-link L, we can define the Arf invariant and Arf(L)=0. We prove that, for any m-component 1-link L 1 , there exists a 3m-component ordinary sense slice 1-link L 2 of which L 1 is a sublink.
Introduction and Main results
In [3] Fox submitted the following problem about 1-links. Here, note that "slice link" in the following problem is now called "ordinary sense slice link," and "slice link in the strong sense" in the following problem is now called "slice link" by knot theorists.
Problem 26 of [3] . Find a necessary condition for L to be a slice link; a slice link in the strong sense.
Our purpose is to give some answers to the former part of this problem. The latter half is not discussed here. The latter half seems discussed much more often than the former half. See e.g. [2] , [5] and [14] .
We review the definition of ordinary sense slice links and that of slice links, which we now use.
We suppose m-component 1-links are oriented and ordered. Let L = (K 1 , ..., K m ) be a m-component 1-link in S 3 = ∂B 4 . L is called a slice 1-link, which is "a slice link in the strong sense" in the sense of Fox, if there exist 2-discs D Take a 1-link L in S 3 . Take S 4 and regard S 4 as (R 3 ×R)∪{∞}. Regard the 3-sphere
L is called an ordinary sense slice 1-link, which is "a slice link" in the sense of Fox, if there exists an embedding f :
From now on we use the terms in the sense of the present. Ordinary sense slice 1-links have the following properties.
Theorem 1.1. Let L be an ordinary sense slice 1-link. Then the followings hold.
Note. Although our proof proves (1) and (2) simultaneously, once (1) is known (2) follows easily from the known result that a proper link which is an ordinary sense slice link has trivial Arf invariant. See e.g. [4] , [9] , [16] and [19] .
Note. When L is not slice and m=1, it is obvious that '3m' is best possible. 
This paper is organized as follows. In §2 we prove Theorem 1.1 by using a result of the author's [17] In §3 we review Suzuki-Terasaka diagrams of 1-links and the fact that any 1-link has a Suzuki-Terasaka diagram (Theorem 3.1). We use this diagram to show Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 3.2.
The proof of Theorem 1.1
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we review a result of the author in [17] .
is called a 4-tuple of links if the following conditions (1), (2) and (3) 
is said to be realizable if there exists a smooth transverse immersion f : S 
S
5 satisfying the following conditions (1) and (2) . 2
i is a smooth embedding and defines the 3-knot
. Here, the orientation of C is induced naturally from the preferred orientations of S 
.
ii) Neither L 1 nor L 2 is proper, and
Note. In [18] , the author discussed high dimensional version of Theorem 2.1.
We begin the proof of Theorem 1.1.
coincides with f (S 2 ) because all 2-knots are slice by a theorem of Kervaire in [10] .
i ) coincides with the above X i (i = 1, 2) realizes a pair of 1-links (
Here, it is obvious that X 1 ∩ X 2 in X 1 is the trivial 1-link and X 1 ∩ X 2 in X 2 is L. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, L is a proper link and Arf(L)=0.
The proof of Theorem 1.3
We first review the following canonical diagrams of 1-links.
(The orientation of P ij is given appropriately. All are not same in general.) Let
λ equal to this number. Take bands B l (l = 1, ..., λ) and make a band-sum of Y i and P ij by connecting P ij and A i ′ j ′ by B l . (Of course (i, j) does not necessarily coincides with (i ′ , j ′ ) and the set of (i, j) coincides with the set of (i ′ , j ′ ). ) Then the band-sum is X. Theorem 3.1. Any 1-link has a Suzuki-Terasaka canonical diagram.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is elementary. The usefulness of the above canonical diagram is firstly pointed out by Prof. Shin'ichi Suzuki and Prof. Hidetaka Terasaka. Suzuki-Terasaka canonical diagrams are used, for example, in [15] , [23] and [25] . 3
In Figure I there is written an example of the canonical diagram.
Figure I.
You can obtain this figure by clicking 'PostScript' in the right side of the cite of the abstract of this paper in arXiv (https://arxiv.org/abs/the number of this paper).
You can also obtain it from the author's website, which can be found by typing his name in search engine.
We begin the proof of Theorem 1.3. Figure II (1). ) Take sets P i to be {(x, y, z)| i ≦ x ≦ (i + 0.9), 1.05 ≦ y ≦ 2, z = 0}. Here, we can take P i not to intersect with all the bands in the Suzuki-Terasaka canonical diagram. Take sets Figure II (2) . ) The arc in K i whose boundary is the points {(i, 0, 0)} and {(i + 0.9, 0, 0)} and which does not include the point {(i, 1, 0)} is called l i . Carry out the band-fusion on S i by using the band B i whose core is l i . Then S i splits to two pieces. The one including the point {(i, 1, 0)} is called Q i . The other is called R i . Choose the band along l i so that lk(P i , R i )+lk(Q i , R i )=0. Here P i and S i are oriented counterclockwise, and Q i and R i are given orientations induced from S i . ( See Figure II (3) . ) Here, note that (Q 1 , ..., Q m ) defines the 1-link L. Thus we obtain a 3m-component 1-link
Figure II. You can obtain this figure by clicking 'PostScript' in the right side of the cite of the abstract of this paper in arXiv (https://arxiv.org/abs/the number of this paper).
Claim. There exists f :
× R has two minimum-discs, two saddle-bands and two maximum-discs. The minimum-discs are h
′ . Therefore the proof of Theorem 1.3 complete. Note. See §2 of [24] for the definitions of 'minimum-disc,' 'maximum-disc,' 'saddleband' 'ordinary cross-section,' etc. Note. The 1-link (Q 1 , R 1 ) (or (P 1 , Q 1 ) ) is associated with a θ-graph. The diagram of 4
is what is used in Appendix of [15] . Dr. Akira Yasuhara made an alternative proof of [12] . and written in Appendix of [15] . [11] is a generalization of [12] and [6] .
Figure III illustrates f (S 2 ) and L ′ in R 3 × R in the case where L is the trefoil knot. This method of drawing subset of R 3 × R is often used. See e.g. [1] , [7] , [9] and [24] .
Figure III. You can obtain this figure by clicking 'PostScript' in the right side of the cite of the abstract of this paper in arXiv (https://arxiv.org/abs/the number of this paper).
We next discuss ordinary sense slice 1-links in the case when we restrict the 2-knots of which the ordinary sense slice 1-links are cross-sections. (1) g defines the trivial 2-link.
m).
Ordinary sense slice n-knots (n ≧ 1) which are cross-sections of the trivial (n + 1)-knots are discussed in [13] , [20] , [21] , and [22] .
We begin the proof of Theorem 3.2. In order to define g, take the following 2-discs D You can obtain this figure by clicking 'PostScript' in the right side of the cite of the abstract of this paper in arXiv (https://arxiv.org/abs/the number of this paper). 5
Comparing Theorem 1.3 with Theorem 3.2, it is natural to raise the following problem.
Problem. Let K be a non-slice knot. Does there exist a 3-component ordinary sense slice 1-link L such that K is a component of L and L is a cross-section of the trivial 2-knot? Note 3.4. After Dr. S. Kamada received a manuscript of this paper, he solved this Problem and he obtained a refined version of Theorem 1.3 and 3.2.
